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Introduction - Thermal effects may represent a limiting factor in the devel-opment of ICts. There-

fore, as the power dissipated by integrated circuits becomes more relevant, the need increases for

accurate modeling of the static and dynamic thermal behaviour of the die-package structure.

An accurate three-dimensional modeling of the transient thermal profile following the applica-

tion of a step in power dissipation is particularly needed when the IC designer is willing to take

advantage of the thermaL transient to reaLize a time-modulated thermal protection of the power tran

sistor using the time-varying thermal gradient, or a delay of the order of a fraction up to a few

miLliseconds; without using external components.

fn this paper, we first report on the analytical solution of the transient thermal diffusion pro

blem, in three dimensions for a two-layer structure, and show a thermal transient solution for a

25 W step power function; in the second par!, we report on a new power IC with time-modulated

thermal protection, designed with the help of the thermal simulator.

Transient thermal simulation - Transient thermal profiles on the chip can be obtained solving the

classic heat-flow problem: V2 T(*ry, ) : O-I $ , .n"r" the coefficient D is assumed constant with

T. The need for a three-dimensional solution is due to the fact that the TC chip is a three-dimen-

sional structure, as opposed, for exampLe, to the fingers of discrete transistors, which can be

considered infinitely long. Basically, two methods can be used to solve the above equation: the

purely nrrrnerical method and the analytical approach. Computer programs based on the finite diffe-

rence method are quite large, require a large memory and long coarputation times for a reasonable
1

accuracy.- The analytical.approach permits a drastic reduction in program size, CPU time, and the

algorithm can be easily implemented on a minicomputer.2 I., o.d"r to obtain the analytical solution,

the actual structure of the small si.licon chip on a large copper substrate has been simplified to

a two-layer structure with equal dimensions (the z-axis is considered perpendicular to the silicon

surface, pointing torrards the copper substrate); such geornetrical simplification is acceptable,

since most of the heat certainly flows through the portion of the substrate directly below the sili

con chip. A computer program computes the three-dimensional transient solution in T, given the phy-

sical and geometrical characteristics of the structure and the power distribution P(xryrO); gene-

rally, such P(xryro) is given as a pattern of box functions located at the power translstor sites.

The program computes the transient thermal profile for z={ (chip surface), which represents lhe

most comnon inforrnation required; however, it is also possible to specify a z (distance from the

top surface) at which to compute the temperature, for example at the silicon-copper interface.

Our solution represents a new analytical result, since existing solutions proposed in the lite-

rature consider either a uni-dimensional and semiinfinite structrrrur3 or only the thermal transfer

function and not the function T(t).u Figr.rt" 1 shows a plot of the chip surface temperature vs. dis-

tance x, at different times for a step input. power of 25 W; the temperature is computed along the

section where the temperature is highest. On the x-axis, the black region indicates the position

of the dissipating power transistor.
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Application to a 64 current booster - In this sectionrwe present the design of a 64 current booster

(TDA 1490) where the short-circult protection is based upon the transient behaviour of the thermal

gradient, as indicated by the simulation techniques described previously. Two devicesr a transistor

and a diode, are the active temperature sensors of the short-circuit protection. They are placed at

a suitable distance from the power translstor; another suitable dlstance exists between themr such

that the sensors act upon the short-circuit current according to the transient of the thermal gra-

dient exlsting between them.

The dlstance between the power transistor and the first sensor determines the time during which

the maximun current (64) can be tolerated according to the S0A of the power transistor. The dis-

tance between the first and second sensor det.ermlnes the anount of reduction in the maximtrn current

due to the thermal gradient existing between the sensors. The position of the sensors in the lay-

out, belng closely related to the thermal profiles, has been optimized using the simulation tech-

nique descrlbed earlier.

Figure 2 shows the oscillograph of the short-circuit current vs. time (Hor: 5OOpr.s/div; Ver:

lA/tliv). The protection limits the current to 64, for a very short time before lowering it to 3A.

Ifith such delayed protection the booster can drive an inductive Load without showing the dangerous

voltage spikes on the output waveform.
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